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Entrepreneurial quality builds from creativity. They aim to expand social capital for individuals, communities,
and organizations. Using wiki models or crowdsourcing approaches, for example, a social entrepreneur
organization can get hundreds of people from across a country or from multiple countries to collaborate on
joint online projects e. Scientometrics, 30, â€” Google Scholar Tracey, P. Drayton says that, "Entrepreneurs
have in their heads the vision of how society will be different when their idea is at work, and they can't stop
until that idea is not only at work in one place, but is at work across the whole society. Poverty briefings, vol.
Yunus was the founder of Grameen Bank , which pioneered the concept of microcredit for supporting
innovators in multiple developing countries in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Business Ethics Quarterly, 8 1
, â€” Visualizing a discipline: an author co-citation analysis of information science, â€” If they feel
comfortable in this scenario, the entrepreneur has ethical fiber. Types[ edit ] In The Power of Unreasonable
People , John Elkington and Pamela Hartigan describe social entrepreneurs' business structures as falling
under three different models, applicable in different situations and economic climates: Leveraged non-profit:
This business model leverages financial and other resources in an innovative way to respond to social needs.
Futures, 39 5 , â€” Business Horizons, 52 1 , 13â€” Globalization of social entrepreneurship opportunities.
Journal of Informetrics, 4 4 , â€” In addition, the Internet allows for the pooling of design resources using
open source principles. Compromises in social initiatives were developed, which often did not reach large
audiences or help larger communities. Accessed on October 30,  Social entrepreneurship: the role of
institutions. In addition, there are support organizations dedicated to empowering social entrepreneurs,
connecting them with mentors , strengthening their enterprise models, and preparing them for capital
investments. Social entrepreneurs seek to transform societies at large, rather than transforming their profit
margin , as classic entrepreneurs typically seek to do. Simultaneously, research shows that as social
entrepreneurs attempt to widen their impact and scale their efforts, external institutions will have a key role to
play in their success. Google Scholar Schumpeter, J. Google Scholar Baker, T. Culture learning approach to
acculturation. Google Scholar Eikenberry, A. Journal of the American Society for Information Science, 24,
â€” Journal of World Business, 41 1 , 45â€” Journal of World Business, 41 1 , 56â€” Journal of World
Business, 41 1 , 6â€” Social entrepreneurial ventures: different values so different process of creations, no?.


